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If there’s one skill you perfect
during show season, it’s
packing. Anna Murphy on the
item that stayed crease-free

H
aving to pack,
unpack, repack,
unpack and repeat
three times over in a
single month focuses
the mind rather. It’s
intoxicating, that
moment at the end

of the fashion shows when you get to
dematerialise your suitcase for the last
time, then — joy of joys — actually
put it away and forget about it. For me
it happened at 23.07 last night.
Still, in theory at least, you become

skilled at the art of packing. In some
ways I have. I know to roll not fold, for
example. And I have finally finessed
that trick of hanging crushed items in
a steamy hotel bathroom. It didn’t go
well in the beginning — getting
shower spray over my favourite day
dress wasn’t the look I was going for
— but now I have it off pat.
Yet somehow I retain the capacity

to get the selection process part of
packing very wrong. This month’s
packing-gate hit in Milan. Two sets of
underwear (no idea). Not enough tops
(ditto). I take consolation from
knowing that I am not the exception
among my front-row friends.
The odd thing about travelling is

that it is often when we are living out
of a suitcase — be it for work or
pleasure — that we fret most about
how to present the best version of
ourselves. Which puts us under
pressure and makes it more likely that
we mess up. The effort made with
packing can all too often prove
inversely proportionate to the result.
Added to which, of course it’s always

going to be harder to get it right when
that rightness has to be mined from
within the confines of a valise. This,
perversely, is another reason that we
get so worked up about it all. It’s a
heady fallacy, that notion of the
perfect capsule holiday or business-trip
wardrobe that will render you looking
like Amal Clooney on the one hand or,
on the other, like, er, Amal Clooney.
That said, when it comes to

business travel, and tailoring in
particular, I have worked out that
there is one way to sidle up a little
closer to perfection. No surprise
that it comes courtesy of that
master of suiting Paul Smith. His
A Suit To Travel In is made
using a high-twist wool yarn that
renders it crease-resistant and is
available in five colours. The
jacket costs £540, the trousers
£255 (paulsmith.com).
My forest-green double

act was certainly put
through its paces this
month, having been in and

Finally — a business
suit that travels well

A plus ça change of clothes

Forget training, try loafing

Also key when it comes to surviving
work travel is something to do when,
at the end of a long day, your brain
has thought too many thoughts and
— in my case at least — your fingers
have typed too many words. It’s the
American television series This Is Us
that has got me through this time —
think Thirtysomething meets Festen
but with flashbacks. (You can buy the
whole series on Amazon Prime Video.)
Don’t read on if you aren’t relaxed

about what amounts to an
approximation of a spoiler. Do read on
if you want to know the relevance of
all this to a fashion column. The first
episode splices apparently diverse
contemporaneous narratives, yet a
brilliant final scene reveals them to be
neither. That these individuals’ stories
are entwined is not surprising, but that
there are decades between them is.
How is this elision of era pulled off?

Interiors-wise the early scenes set in
the 1980s are limited to the timeless
sparseness of a hospital and an
unfurnished house. What about the
clothes? The characters wear, variously,
a denim jacket and jeans, a dark suit
and striped tie, classic court shoes and
a midiskirt — the kinds of things that
are just as likely to be worn now.

For a trends-weary fashion director
at the tail end of the shows, it’s a
charming — not to mention salutary
— reminder that there is so much
about what we wear that remains the
same, not just from season to season,
but from decade to decade. Now,
where’s that denim jacket of mine?

White trainers have been ubiquitous
on the front row. Yet what if you
like the freshness of that approach,
but worry it’s a bit too downbeat
or “yoof” to work with your usual
look? Might I be so bold as to
suggest white loafers?
Penelope Chilvers has for years

been one of my go-to’s for the
elevated flat (sic). As with all its shoes
the quality of the Lane style is great,
and I love the dull finish to the leather
(£199, penelopechilvers.com). If I can’t
convince you on the colour, the Lane
is also available in oh-so-sensible navy.
Instagram: @annagmurphy

A Suit To Travel In
from paulsmith.com

The fab four:
how to update
your wardrobe
You don’t need to overhaul your whole
look, says Harriet Walker. Buy one of
these four things to stay on trend

S
taying ahead of the trends
no longer means slavishly
overhauling your wardrobe
with every new drop that
arrives in Zara. Do as the
front row does and inject
knowingly au courant
extras to invigorate the

outfits you own and (more to the
point) know you look good in.
These finishing touches don’t have

to be big, flashy or expensive —
looking “now” is the most valuable
currency among fashion editors, one
that trumps even cash. So here are the
four easiest updates, the cognoscenti
touches that are on the money rather
than exercises in frittering it away.

1Big earrings
Until recently, lobes have been full

of discreet multiple piercings. Now,
however, bigger is better and less is
more. Street-stylers are gilding their
looks with large but minimalist gold or
silver shoulder-swingers. Céline’s petal
styles were a favourite, as were Anissa
Kermiche’s gold hammock hoops.

Sarah & Sebastian’s single Picasso-
esque faces have achieved almost cult
status (£196, sarahandsebastian.com).
These were for the most part worn
with nothing more dressy than an
oversized shirt and jeans. Try
Finery’s gold flora fan peel pair (£32,
finerylondon.com) or Zara’s cascade
of golden hoops (£12.99, zara.com).
Beware too much colour or fluff. Your
mantra should be: “If Pat Butcher
owned a modern art gallery.”

2Dressing gown
The fashion pack have already tried

to convince us of the merits of wearing
pyjamas in the day and in the evening.
In fact, anywhere but in bed. Some of
us (me) have been won over. Now they
have moved on to the dressing-gown
wrap, a light top layer thrown over
your jumper, jeans and boots to make
your everyday practical look a little
more louche. I’ll admit to being
sceptical until I tried it. It was
surprisingly elegant considering how
little effort was expended. The front
row’s favourite black and gold version

out of that suitcase as if it were a set of
revolving doors. But I can report, as of
the aforementioned witching hour last
night, that suit — in marked contrast
to its wearer — remains uncreased.

KITTEN-HEELED
ANKLE BOOTS

SPOTTY TIGHTS
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T
he pain reminds me who I
am now. Excuse the
hyperbole but it’s fashion
month so I’m all drama,
drama, drama and my feet

are hurting like hell. This is my first
season as acting editor-in-chief of Elle,
so to feel the part on the front row I
have been wearing high heels. Big
wow? Well the thing is, before this
month I had made it to the age of 34
without owning a shoe any more
vertiginous than a thick-heeled Gucci
loafer. My footwear collection is vast
but it’s as flat as the Maldives and not
half as fabulous.

Now, as I totter across the cobbles
of Paris and Milan, the deep ache in
my arches and the endless rubbing,
pinching and stinging makes me
smile. Every agonising step I take

in heels is an achievement. I’ve
conquered my fear of falling over, I’ve
broken through the pain barrier and,
despite spending a small fortune on
Compeed blister plasters, I haven’t
given up. I would pat myself on the
back were I not “robing”, a fashion
quirk that involves draping a coat over
your shoulders instead of putting your
arms through the sleeves, thus
severely restricting one’s movements.
My high heel renaissance is

quite out of step with footwear
trends. During fashion month
other editors and fashion
directors opt for flats — Gucci fur
loafers, sandals and even Nike
Air Max are de rigueur. At
the Ferragamo show in
Milan I notice the only
other person on the
front row in heels is an
actual princess: the
editor of Vogue Arabia,
Deena Aljuhani
Abdulaziz. I don’t care,
though, because all these
women in their
comfortable shoes
probably spent their
early twenties suffering
in stilettos while I was
bounding about in
brogues using my being
gay as a kind of
doctor’s note for not
even trying to wear
heels. So it’s only fair
that I go through this rite
of passage now, while my
peers enjoy publically wearing
the kind of shoes they used
to hide in their handbag and
change into round the corner.
At Elle headquarters my

fashion team have helped me to
decide on the brands to stock up
on (Attico mules, Malone
Souliers in plush velvet, Gianvito
Rossi fringed satin strap shoes),
the comfiest styles (chunky
mules, ankle boots) and the art of
dressing down a look with jeans
when you’re “doing a shoe”.
Before the Elle Style Awards in

February, the accessories editor
Donna Wallace took me into the
fashion cupboard one afternoon
and, in that stealthily persuasive
way of a good stylist, told me to just

put on the damn heels and get on with
it. Yes they would hurt, she told me,
but I would soon become numb to the
pain. And the gains, well, I could see
them in the mirror. In 6in Louis
Vuitton spike pumps my legs looked
longer and thinner and the black
tuxedo I planned to wear for the
awards suddenly went from
understated to something else. Wait
— was it sexy? On the night I even
managed to dance with the young
French designer Simon Porte
Jacquemus, who knows all the moves
to Smooth Criminal. I lasted until
11.30pm before asking someone to
fetch my flats. A brave new world of
footwear opened up to me.
Part of my reluctance to give heels a

try was down to the fear that I’d come
across as “girlie”, which is not how I
see myself at all. Working in an office
and an industry dominated by
glamorous straight women made it
important for me to carve out a
different look that reflected my sense
of identity. However, standing rather
nearer to 6ft than my usual 5ft 4in
makes me feel powerful, confident and
entirely myself. Anyway, my new high
shoe collection includes some kickass
Louis Vuitton Star Trail ankle boots,

which have heels as thick as they
are high and which tap into the
Tank Girl in me, if Tank Girl
knew how to shoulder-robe.
I do not underestimate how lucky

I am to work somewhere with a
giant cupboard full of beautiful shoes
that I can try on, and with

assistants who carry plasters
and insoles in their work
kit. It’s also worth noting
that my high heel
renaissance has come at a
time when, during Fashion
Week, I have a car that
picks me up and drops me
off at every appointment.
I have learnt, however,

that with enough
fabulous distraction
(pretty people! Lovely
clothes! Celebrities!
Alcohol!) I barely notice
the discomfort. I’ve also
learnt that when my life
is at stake I can even
run in heels, as I did
across the Strand when
trying to flag down a taxi

during London Fashion
Week. I was staggering like
Bambi on ice between traffic
until a bus came hurtling
towards me and suddenly
I was a well-heeled gazelle
leaping to safety.
I survived fashion month

without taking a tumble. I did
get the spike heel of a boot
trapped in a grate outside the
Fondazione Prada in Milan
(how did Miuccia sign off on
that?), but after an ungainly
moment of squatting one-
legged and wrenching the shoe
out everything was fine. And
that is one of the reasons
I never wear skirts. OK,
give me a month.

that has the
potential to look
a bit cheap, it pays to
spend a little more
than usual. Falke’s dot
tights are a safe bet
(£18, falke.com).

4Kitten-heel
boots

It may sound
anathema to you, but the
quickest way to look “with it” is to
swap your block heels for a pair of

kittens. Honestly. I’ll give you a
minute to stop laughing before

telling you that every editor
worth her salt was
wearing kitten-heeled
ankle boots at the
shows, and looked
very pleased with
herself for doing so.
Boots are an easier
way in if you remember
this look from last time

round (courts bring
memories of Bridget
Jones-era purchases
from Pied a Terre).

Zara’s mesh styles are front row par
excellence (£49.99 and £45, as before),
but Mango’s slightly conical heels may
be easier (£35.99, shop.mango.com).
My favourites are the &Other
Stories suede Chelsea kittens (£95,
stories.com). Trust me on this —
wear with rolled or cropped jeans or,
better yet, polka-dot tights, a dressing
gown and a pair of big earrings.

by Baum und Pferdgarten
has long since sold out,
but Zara’s sea-green floral
style is just as good (£69.99,
as before). Topshop’s short
kimono take is a more cautious
way in (£45, topshop.com), while
Toast’s kantha gown is the real deal,
made out of patchworked vintage saris
(£195, toa.st). Contrast is key, so keep
things casual underneath.

3Statement tights
I am guilty of sighing at efforts

to make tights “interesting”. Too
often it involves buying
them in zany primary
colours that do
anything but flatter
sturdy ankles. Yet
on the front row
this season deviant
hosiery has
reached far beyond
the accepted genre
of black opaques —
spotty, lacy, diamond-
checked, even
fishnets. My advice is
to do as the Parisians
do and play it relatively safe. Sheer
now feels more chic than opaque
(a quality 30denier isn’t too
ladder-prone). Polka dots are easier
to wear than checks, black remains
the only acceptable shade and don’t
attempt anything even vaguely
mesh-like unless you can guarantee
that no flesh will ooze between the
holes. When dabbling in something

I’m 34, I’m an Elle editor
and I’m a high-heel virgin
Lotte Jeffs

Despite
spending
a fortune
on plasters,
I haven’t
given up

Above, from left: fashion
editor Giovanna Battaglia,
a guest at Paris Fashion
Week and the bloggers
Gala Gonzalez and Lisa
Hahnbück. Below:
earrings, £12.99, zara.com
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